


Outline & goals

» Understanding the need for evidence synthesis
» Understanding the basic design and analytical 

approaches to meta-analysis
» Appreciating some of the potential limitations and pitfalls 

using published examples

» S&N pages 461-65





History
» MA term first used by Glass (1976). "Primary, secondary, and meta-analysis of 

research” Educational Researcher 5 (10): 3–8

» Basic idea > 100 years prior (cf Pearson K (1904). "Report on certain enteric fever 
inoculation statistics". BMJ 3 (2288): 1243–1246)

» Also much influenced by 1971 publication

» As science is cumulative, scientists should cumulate scientifically
» Harder than it seems - "Il est plus aisé de dire des choses nouvelles 

que de concilier celles qui ont étés dites“. Luc de Clapiers 
Vauvenarques, 1715-47 (Réflexions et Maximes) 



Expert opinion
» “I think it is preferable to accustom a baby to sleeping on 

his stomach from the start if he is willing. He may change 
later when he learns to turn over.”-Spock (1958)



The evidence

“Advice to put infants to sleep on the front for nearly half a century 
was contrary to evidence available from 1980s that this was likely 
to be harmful. Systematic review of preventable risk factors for 
SIDS from 1980 would have led to earlier recognition of the risks 
of sleeping on the front and might have prevented over 10 000 
infant deaths in the UK and at least 50 000 in Europe the USA 
and Australasia.”



A better (?)  approach



Levels of evidence

1. Systematic review (double-blind) RCTs
2. Individual (double-blind) RCTs
3. ≧ 1 well-conducted (large) cohort studies 
4. ≧ 1well-conducted case-control studies 
5. A dramatic uncontrolled experiment
6. Expert committee sitting in review; peer opinion leader
7. Personal experience (anecdotes 
Basic premise: Results of a particular research study cannot be 
interpreted with any confidence unless they have been 
considered, systematically, together with the results of other 
studies addressing the same or similar questions. How well is this 
premise reflected in papers published in major general medical 
journals?



Need for evidence synthesis
» Antman et al. (JAMA 1992) cumulative meta-analysis of RCTs 

assessing beta blockers on secondary heart attacks 
(n=20138)

» Chance likely could have been ruled out as early as 1981, 
after only 6 trials and 6237 patients randomized.

» Scientifically and ethically questionable whether nearly 14,000 
additional patients needed to participate in further such 
studies.



Background

• Challenge find the common truth behind all conceptually similar 
scientific studies that have been measured with a certain error 

• Systematic review (SR): A critical, impartial, systematic 
assessment and evaluation of research  attempts to answer a 
focused clinical question without bias

• Meta-analysis - statistical analysis that combines 
independent clinical trials considered by the analyst to be 
“combinable” by weighted averages and specified error 
estimate distributions

• Distinction between SR and MA - SR always appropriate and 
desirable but MA may often be inappropriate, or even 
misleading

• Meta-analysis aims to find the unknown common truth to 
reduce bias, improve precision, ultimately enhance knowledge -
> better individual and population health decisions & outcomes





Researchers do not behave systematically 

Chalmers (2007)

Conclusions No evidence of progress between 1997 and 2005 
in the proportion of published trials which discussed new results 
within the context of up-to-date systematic reviews of relevant evidence 
from other controlled trials. 
Most researchers appear not to have considered a systematic review 
when designing or discussing their trial.



•A meta-analysis is the statistical combination of at
least 2 studies to produce a single estimate of the
effect of the healthcare intervention under
consideration.”

•Individual patient data meta-analyses (pooled
analyses) involves obtaining raw data on all patients
from each of the trials directly and then re-analyzing
them.



Getting started - importance of a protocol
1. Develop a documented peer reviewed protocol 

addressing 
A. Specify Problem

B. Search for and Identify Studies (electronic & hand search, ask a librarian)

C. Enter studies into database

D. Select Studies for Review

E. Review Studies

F. Develop Coding Scheme

G. Abstract / Code Studies

H. Select Effect Size Statistic

I. Transform and Weight Effect Sizes

J. Assess heterogeneity

K. Assess Bias
L. Synthesize and Present Results



PRISMA checklist - to improve quality



PRISMA checklist - to improve quality







A bad example

• Limitations – not systematic, varying study designs combined (CC, 
cohort, Xsectional) & faulty analysis - simply added the numbers in 
each cell of the 2-by-2 tables. This ignores the size and variability in 
each study, and confounding.

OR c:nc = 1.06
OR nc:c = 0.94



General Challenges

» Key challenge not computational but cognitive  
– defining the question (particularly comparators and outcomes) 
– judging the validity and applicability of identified studies (PRISMA, 

MOOSE, Cochrane bias tool)
– clinical heterogeneity, pool or not?, “compare apples & oranges”
– appropriate analysis & data interpretation

» Biases
– Missing studies (publication bias)
– Quality of individual studies (‘GIGO’)

» Requires effort, substance-area, & methodological 
expertise to sensibly perform & discuss results

» Understand when to say no to meta-analysis (see bold
above)



Reanalysis

FARRELL AND EGGER. INTL J OF STD
AND AIDS. 2000 -> COCHRANE REVIEW
2013

Original authors reported
circumcised risk 1.06(1.01-1.12) or 

0.94 (0.89-0.99) risk for 
uncircumcised (this scale) 



Meta-analysis: quantitative evidence synthesis
» Each “observation” is a study.
» To perform a meta-analysis we compute an effect size and variance for each 

study, and then compute a weighted mean of these effect sizes.
» To compute the weighted mean we generally assign more weight to the more 

precise studies, but the rules for assigning weights depend on our 
assumptions about the distribution of true effects.



Meta-analysis: Fixed vs. Random Effects
» Fixed Effect model:

– Assume studies are identical; goal is to compute the common effect size for the 
identified population and not to generalize to other populations.

– Only source of uncertainty is the within-study (sampling or estimation) error
– Methods include: inverse variance, Mantel Haenszel, Peto (different weights)

» Random Effect model:
– Also incorporates additional between-study variation.
– Don’t assume a common effect, but estimates a mean of a distribution of a 

random sample of all possible studies that could have been included (includes 
both within and between study variation

– Methods include: DerSimonian & Laird, Bayesian



Example of fixed-effects meta-analysis

» Fixed effect assumes estimated effect comes from a single 
homogenous population, differences are sampling errors

» Meta-analytical result is our estimate of this common effect 
» Each study average weighted by its precision AKA inverse 

variance (i.e bigger studies more precise, smaller variance get 
more weight)



Example of random-effects meta-analysis

True effects in the studies are assumed to have been sampled from a distribution of
true effects
The summary effect is our estimate of the mean of all relevant true effects, and the
null hypothesis is that the mean of these effects is 0 (or 1 for ratio)
The confidence interval for the random effects estimate indicates our uncertainty
about the location of the center of the random effects distribution, not its width



Fixed vs. Random Effects



Difference between fixed & random effects models

» Plots of two distinct hypothetical meta-analyses -> same summary 
estimate (centre of diamond) and its 95% CI (width of diamond). 

» Fixed effect MA (left) the summary result provided the best estimate
of an assumed common treatment effect 

» Random effects MA (right) the summary result gives the average 
from the distribution of treatment effects across studies



Prediction intervals

» Prediction interval is centred at the summary estimate, and its width 
accounts for the uncertainty of the summary estimate, the estimate 
of between study standard deviation in the true treatment effects 
(often denoted by the Greek letter τ), and the uncertainty in the 
between study standard deviation estimate itself

» Provides more realistic accounting of the uncertainty

Random effects meta-
analysis of 12 trials that 
examine the effect of 
inpatient rehabilitation 
designed for geriatric 
patients versus usual care on 
improving functional 
outcome (36% improvement)



Testing for heterogeneity in MA
» Assessment of the consistency of 

effects across studies is essential 
» Heterogeneity tests null 

hypothesis all studies are 
evaluating the same effect

» Usual test statistic (Cochran’s Q) 
= ∑wi* (ESi-meanES)2

» The test has low power at with 
few studies and too sensitive with 
many studies. 

» Heterogeneity is expected 
(diversity in doses, populations, 
etc) no point in simply testing for 
heterogeneity when what matters 
is the extent to which it affects the 
conclusions of the MA

The treatment effects in the eight trials seem inconsistent: 
the reduction in odds vary from 14% to 91%, but the test 
of heterogeneity yields a P value of 0.09, conventionally 
interpreted as non-significant.

OR 0.86

OR 0.09



I2 statistic
» I2 is the percentage of observed total variation across studies that is 

due to real heterogeneity rather than chance (preferred test 
statistic)

» I2 = 100% x (Q - df)/Q, where Q is Cochran's heterogeneity statistic 
and df the degrees of freedom (df= #ES-1). 

» I2 lies between 0% and 100%. A value of 0% indicates no observed 
heterogeneity, and larger values show increasing heterogeneity 

BMJ 2003;327:557–60



Testing for heterogeneity

» Studies  1 & 2 I2 values of 3% and 19% respectively consistent with 
Q results. These indicate little variability between studies that cannot 
be explained by chance. 

» Study 3 I2 shows a small effect although the Q test for is highly 
significant (too sensitive due to many studies)

» Studies 4 & 5 are consistent between Q and I2

» Study 6 I2  suggests moderate inconsistency despite negative Q test
for heterogeneity (too insensitive due to few studies)



Assessing biases in meta-analysis

» Some biases are peculiar to meta-analysis.
» Positive results are more likely to be

– Published (publication bias)
– Published quickly (time lag bias)
– Published in English (language bias)
– Published more than once
– Be cited by others (citation bias)

» Will be present to some extent in all meta analyses 
» Need to assess magnitude of the problem



Detecting Publication Bias: Funnel plot

Study precision 
on y-axis

Study effect 
size on x-axis

In the absence of 
bias, plot of effects 
vs. precision should 
form an ‘inverted’ 
funnel, with more 
variation among 
smaller studies.

? ?
? ?

? ?

How to read a funnel plot: look at lower left corner 
where small negative studies should appear, if 
empty, think publication bias



What is Publication Bias?

» “Studies that report positive or significant results are more likely 
to be published and outcomes that are statistically significant have 
higher odds of being fully reported.” - PLoS ONE, August 2008;3:e3081

» Studies that are never published are obviously much less likely to be 
included in a meta-analysis. If the missing studies are a random 
subset of all relevant studies -> less information, wider confidence 
intervals, and less powerful tests, but will have no bias.

» However, if the missing studies are systematically different than the 
ones we were able to locate, then our sample will be biased, 
generating a biased picture of the cumulative evidence.



Example – Meta-analysis searching thoroughly

• The Cochrane Library (issue 1, 2007);
• MEDLINE - OVID interface (until April 2007);
• EMBASE - OVID interface (until April 2007) 
• 18 published RCTs 3888 patients included

July 2007

• No evidence that patient-oriented outcomes (mortality, morbidity, 
QoL are positively or negatively influenced by rosiglitazone 



NEJM - Rosiglitazone MA
N Engl J Med. 2007 Jun 14;356(24):2457-71. Epub 2007 May 21 

Nissen used data released under a legal settlement by Avandia’s maker, GlaxoSmithKline, 
included results of 42 studies, 26 still unpublished



Critical reading - asking basic questions



The data - Your interpretation?

•23 RCTs of > 28,000 patients, > 14,000 pt. yrs Circulation. 2001;104:2280-2288

Mortality, non-fatal MI & stroke



It helps to read the small print

• Is naproxen cardioprotective?



Cumulative MA - knowing sooner

http://archinte.jamanetwork.com/article.aspx?articleid=1108572

30 trials - 17,256 pts
Cumulative MA

DRUG WITHDRAWN FROM THE MARKET SEPT 2004

http://archinte.jamanetwork.com/article.aspx?articleid=1108572


Financial ties and spin

» Industry sponsored studies more discordance btw results 
& conclusions i.e. more spin



Summary

• Need full data disclosure for meta-analysis
• Need care for both the statistical and substantive 

components
• There are limitations to aggregate meta-analysis 
• Enlarging the scope by individual patient data meta-

analysis or network meta-analysis (includes direct & 
indirect comparisons) may also be useful but resource 
intense

• All seem to agree SR/MA important before undertaking a 
new study

• What about after the study - should the new results not 
be interpreted in the context of what is already known?



Thank you!

49

“Everybody gets so much information all 
day long that they lose their common 
sense” – Gertrude Stein


